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ABSTRACT 

A triaxial semiconductor strain-gage anemometer measuring wind velocities in 
three directions and thereby also determining the direction of the wind was designed 
and subjected to many crucial tests under various conditions. It was found that the 
measurements were affected by tenwerature and vibrations. Temperature compensa- . 
tion in two directions was made and wind tunnel tests on an almost vibration-free 
platform were performed. The results show that this type of instrument can be 
successfully used to measure large-scale turbulences. 

Throughout this report, emphasis is placed on the compensation necessary 
for temperature and vibration effects and the determination of input-output relation
ships. It is concluded that it is pqssible to design a practical triaxial·strain-gage 
anemometer with high-frequency response and high sensitivity and to measure wind 

. velocities accurat~ly with tl)is type· of instrument when temperature and vibration 
compensations are properly made. , 
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INTRODUCTION 

It has been.,~xtremely __ difficult.to.design an anemometer with both a high frequency response 
and enough f!~nsi~~vit-Y,,:;tQ ;·~~oQr~- some part of turbulent huq.tuations at low velocities in air. Most 
of the commerciai a~~momet~~~----have very low frequency re-sponse, about 6 cps at the best. Reed· 
and Lynch (1963)* reported a strain-gage sphere anemometer with a natural frequency or' about 
35 cps; this anemometer was unidirectional~ Later they mentioned the development of an. anemom
eter that measured the velocities in two directions. They did not mention the accuracy of this 
device at low wind velocities and their anemometer was calibrated for velocities above approxi
mately 27 ft/sec. 

This report describes a further development of the strain-gage sphere anemometer designed 
by the author. Several types of tests crucial for this type of instrument were made and the p.roblem 
areas are carefully identified._ 

.:. ,.);JESCRIPTION OF THE ANEMOMETER 

Figure 1 shows a ·sketch of the anemometer studied. The force exerted on the sphere by the 
wind is measured by semiconductor strain gages with a gage factor of about 100 which form three 
Wheatstone bridges having four active arms. These gages ~n essence measure components of the 
force exerted by the wind in three directions. The undamped natural frequency in Direction 3 is 
about 145 cps, whereas in the other directions it is about 55 cps. The force on the sphere due to 
the wind can be expressed as 

F 2 2 
= (lh) rrp C 0 R V (1) 

in which p is the density of the air, CD is the drag coefficient and is a function of the Reynolds 
number 2VR/v where vis the kinematic viscosity of the air, V is the velocity of the wind, and R 
is the radius of the sphere. Indicating the components of the force by subscripts 1, 2 and 3, we 
have 

2 2 . 
(lh)rrp C vR V cos a (~a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

I *Reed~ W.H. III and Lynch, J. W. ( 1963) A simple fast response anemometer. Journal of Applied Meteorology~ 
voL 2, no. 3, p. 412-416. · 
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FigLire ( Strain-gage anemometer. 

in which a, f3and yare the direction cosines of the velocity vector. In eq 2a-2c there are four 
unknowns, namely the direction cosines and the velocity. Using the relationship · 

I 

(3) 

the fourth equation is obtained. Thus, the values of the_angles and the magnitude of the velocity 
are simultaneously known by using the r~lationships 2a-2c and 3. 

The sphere with the damping discsi as shown in Figure 1 was filled with silicone oil to pro
vide proper damping in Direction 3; To provide dampi.ng.-in the other directions, the oil was filled 
in between the supporting bar and the outer shield. The oil was sealed by two Mylar accordions, 
or bellows, which were made in the ,laboratory. The stiffness of these accordions in all directions 
is very slight compared with the stiffness _of the beams; therefore," their interference with the 
signals is negligible. 

To produce a stable boundary laye~, the surface was roughened by a uniform coating of sand 
particles. These particles were about 1 mm in diameter and were glued on with a thin layer of 
epoxy. 

Figure 2 shows the electrical network for the measuring system. The indicated grounding 
reduced the electrical noise to such a loW level that even at 1000 gain of the amplifiers a 5-mph 
wind in the wind tunnel could be easily fneasured; however, the measurements at 0.5 mph were not 
consistent. One of the reasons was that) the noise, which was about 60 cps, could cause an error 
equivalent to 0_. 5 mph. . . I · ·. _ · . 

It is obvious that there are many types of interference besides the electrical noise affecting 
the measurements. The two most import~nt interferences are temperature and mechanical vibra
tions. 

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS AND THEIR COMPENSATION 

There are two types of temper at me leffects- direct and indirect. The changes in .the output 
of the Wheatstone bridge due to temperature changes at the locations of the gages are classified 
as direct temperature effects on the outpft, while the changes in the output of the Wheatstone 
bridge due to the structural deformation caused by temperature changes are called indirect temper-. I . . 
ature effects on the output. The gages, and consequently, the output from the Wheatstone bridge,. 
are affected directly by temperature changes simultaneously because of: 

1) The change of the gage factor 

2) The change in the resistance of the gage 

3) A differential effect occurring due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of 
the gages· and the materials on which they are bonded. 

. . I . 
. ' I 
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Figure 2. Electrical network for one channel. 

As seen in Figure 1 the strain gages measuring the force in Direction 3 are glued on the 
N-shaped beam. The strain gages are temperature compensated and have double elements with 
positive and negative polarities. Theyare Kulite type M (12) D-GP 350-500 compensated for 
aluminum; aluminum was chosen for construction of the flexing beams to give a maximum signal 
with high natural frequency. The apparent strain in the output of the Wheatstone bridge due to 
teiiJperature is 

Appiuen t strain 
TCR 

+-.--. 
GF 

(4) 

3 

. According to the manufacturer's specifications, the temperature compensation is such that the 
apparent strain is supposed to remain 'within ± 1 microstrain/°F from 50F to 150F. In eq 4 C M is the 
thermal expansion coefficient of the material per °F on which the gage is bonded, c R is the thermal 
expansion coefficient per °F of the semic-onductor gage material, TCR denotes the temperature coef· 
ficient of resistance, and GF is the gage factor. The quantities TCR and GF can be changed by 
impurity concentrations. 

An apparent strain of 1 microstrain/°F is high for a fine strain-gage anemometer. To compen
sate for the remaining temperature effects, thermistors were glued next to the strain gages and a 
temperature-compensating Wheatstone bridge was added as shown in Fig~ue 2. The variable tesistor 
in the th~rmistor bridge circuit was adjusted at a reference temperature, 22C for Direction 2 and 
23C for Direction l, so that the output from,the thermistor bridge was zero. At the same time the 
anemometer was set in the vertical position arid the strain-gage bridge was balanced to give -zero out
put. Then ~e anemometer was heated to 35C in a temperature-controlled oven, the oven door was 
opened, and the anemometer was allowed to cool off natural~y. 
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THERMISTOR 
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Figure 3. Temperature effects and their compens?tion. 

In Figure 3 the first four output curves indicate direct temperature effects between about 23C 
and 35C from the strain-gage bridge and the thermistor bridge for Directions 1 and 2. The voltage 
in the thermistor bridge circuit was calculated so that the strain-gage bridge output would be 
compensated for temperature if these voltages were subtracted from each other. The bottom two 
curves in Figure 3 show the compensated outputs within 23C and 35C. It can be expected that the 
compensated outputs will be smnewhat similar for the temperatures below 23C but obviously they 
will have opposite signs. It can be seen that even this compensation is not perfect. This is due 
to the fact that t_he thermistor response as compared with strain..,gage responses .is nonlinear; there
fore, the outputs do pot compensate each other perfectly. However, this small uncompensated 
amount can be accounted for by ·measJring the temperature from the therm-istor bridge separately 

I 
and correcting the output from the strain-gage bridge. . 

It seems, however, that a better bompensation could have been possible if, instead of the 
thermistor bridge, a dummy strain-gagJ bridge for temperature compensation had been us'ed. This 
probably would eliminate the nonlinea~ effects. If, in the future, this method of compensation is 

. I 
used, it is recommended that all resistances and the gage factors of the strain gages in both 
bridges should be very close to each 6ther. 

The compensation procedure usiAg the thermistors does not provide a temperature compensa
tion for the direct effect listed ~s (l).j Since the changes in,the gage fac-tor influence calibration; 
for proper measurements the calibrations should be made at different temperatures. According to - - I . . . 
the gage manufacturer's specifications, the gage factor for this type of gage changes about 14% 
per 100F temperature change. . I · · . . . · 

The locations of the strain gages are a~so important to minimize. direct temperature effects. 
The strain gages are located inside th¢ sphere and on the base of the supporting beam so that the 
heat will have to travel some distance to arrive at the locations of 'the gages. This way it is 
obvious th_at high-frequency heat waves will not affect the measurements. However, when the 

. anemometer was subjected to a heat blast from. a .heat gun, there were some indirect effects of heat. 
This was d-ue to the exp~nsion ·of the pphere material itself, resulting in a sign~l in Direction 3 
from the strain gages although the thermistors showed p.o temperature change. Thus, a strain-gage . . 
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anemometer capable of measurement in a heat blast should be built using different materials which 
do not exhibit great amounts of deformation under heat. For thisreason, a complete temperature 
compensation in this direction was impossible. In Directions 1 and 2 indirect temperature effects 
were not observed. The outer shell is made out of Invar and the Mylar accordion does not transfer 
the small expansions that Invar undergoes. 

To test the temperature compensation in Directions 1 and 2, the sphere was subjected to a 
blast of hot air of approximately 350F produced by a heat gun normally used to shrink insulating 
tubing in electrical work. In Figure 4 the bottom two recordings show the compensated outputs· in 
Direct'ions 1 and 2. Since there was no compensation in Directio~ 3, the amplifier gain in this 
direction was set' to zero. 

It is clear that the compensation, in Direction 1 was quite good since the trace went b.ack to 
zero position when the heat blast was removed. The compei)s,ation in Direction 2 was not quite so 
good since it. took a little time for the trace to go back to its zero position. Note. that in the last 
heat blast it took almost4 sec for the trace to return to zero. This was due to nonlinearity of the 
thermistors and, as indicated, the use of strain gages from the·same lot for tempeqtture compensa
tion may. redtice or, perhaps even eliminate these nonlinearities .. 

The upper three recordings in Figure 4 were taken when th~ sphere was subject to a blast of 
air at room temperature. As expected, all traces went back to their zero position as soon as the 
blast was taken away. 

INPUT-OUTPUT RELATIONS 

As in any measuring device there is an input-output relationship for the anemometer. The 
input in this case is the velocity, or indirectly the force, exerted on the sphere and the output is 
the result recorded on the chart. The black box as shown in Figure 5 is an instrument including all 
mechanical and electrical systems. The standard input-output relationship for a mechanical system, 
shown in Figure 6, is 
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Figure 6. Standard mechanical 
model. 

(5) 

in which y is the output, F is the input (force), m is the mass, wn is the natural frequency of the 
system and ( is· the damping ratio. The same type of relationship is also used for galvanometers. 
In a mechanical system such as the sphere anemometer, damping is produced by the viscous oil. 
In the galvanometer system, damping can be either magnetic or viscous. Irt the mechanical system 
when a force acts on the mass m the mass is deUected by the amount y which is measured by the 
strain gages; this produces the output. The first term in eq 5 is the inertia term, the secorid term 
is the viscous damping term that is proportional to the rate of displacement., i.e., the velocity that 
the mass deflects down, and the third term is due to the spring constant. If a unit step function 
input is applied, i.e., if F = mwn 2 fort > 0 and F = 0 for t <; 0, the output of the system can be 
mathematically calculated. Figure 7 s;hows the results for damping ratios corresponding to vadous 
viscosities. 

If the force varies sinusoidally, the input-output relationships will be as shown in Figure 8 
for underdamped conditions below resonance frequency. There are three types of d-istortions which 
appear as variations between the outpJt and the input: a) Amplitude distortion which .is described 
as the variation of the amplitude of th~ output with frequency although the input amplitude remains 

. . . I . 

the same. In Figure 8, showing underdamped conditions, the ratio of the amplitude of the output 
to that of the input is bigger than unit~. b) Phase distortion which is described as the variation of 
the phase angle of the output with frequency. In Figure 8 there is a phase angle between the input 
and the output. c)- Transient distortion1 which occurs at the beginning of the force application is 
superimposed on the main quasi-steady: output and is gradually damped.· This distortion is similar 
to, but not the same as, the output obtained from a unit step function input since a sudden accelera
tion is involved. In a per-fectly undam~ed system, this distortion will continue indefinitely~ As 
shown in Figure 7, the oscillations cor

1

responding to ( = 0.0 also continue indefinitely. 

In a sinu·soidal input, the amplitu!de mid phase di~tortions can be respectively expressed as 

l [ 1 (:JT +I (2w~w)2 r!, . X 
(6) 

and· 
2(w 

WH i. (7) 
tan¢ 

-(:} 1 
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Figure 7, Step input-output response 
in standard mechanical model. 

Figure 8. Sinusoidal 'input-output response in an un
derdamped standard model. 

where X and X are the amplitudes of the output and- static output proportional to the input, respect
iVely, cu is the0frequency of the input and ¢is the phase .angle .. The conditions for ' < 1.0-are -- · 
called underdamped, for ( > 1.0 overdamped and for ( = 1.0 critically damped. ·tt can be- shown'· 
that X/X0remains Within ±2.5% of unity for culcun~ 0.7 and ( = 0.64, and¢ remains almost con
sUint for 4 = 0.64 and cui cu < 1.0. When 4 = 0.64; the system is called optinmmly damped and 

n -
the range () -~ w/ wn · ~ o. 7 is called the flat frequency response range. 

To determine the amount of damping and to examine the transient distortion_ the sphere was 
subjected to a force varying similarly to the step function in all three directions. To do this, a 
weight Was hung on the sphere with a very thin wire, and this wire was burned by application of a 
high voltage. The instant that. the Weight started to accelerate due to the elongation of the wire 
was recorded together With the instant that the current became zero. The difference of tirne - a.boJ.It 
0.001 sec - was judged to be satisfactory to produce a step input. The step. inputs and. the outputs 
irt all three directions are shown in Figtire 9. 

It iS clear that the outputs in Figure 9 are different from those in Figure 7. Small distortions 
at the very begiluiihg of the motion are due to the fact that the line of action of the force: did not 
correspond exactly to the direction. This is obvious frorn the side effects shown in the other 
directions. · However, there are other oscillations in the output although there are no side effects 
to explain them. The osdllations at those locations c·annot be obtained by changing the damping 
ratio in the stanqard .model shown in Figure 7. This simply indicates that the standard model is 
not reaDy representative of this anemometer. 

To expiain these oscillations, another model relating ipput and output was tried. ·It was 
shown by Odar and Hamilton (1964)* that the Viscous damping was proportional not only to 
velocity but to the acceieration of the displacement and its history. -Based on this knowledge, a 
new model· was_ proposed: 

*Odat, F. and Hamilton. W.S. (1964) Forces oh a sphere accelerating in a viscous fluid. Journal of Fluid 
Mechan1cs; voL 18, P ,art 2, p. 302-314. 
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CH d2y: 
t : -- 2 

in J dtt 2 wn 
+ -'-...----·- dtt· + y 

a a 

1 

a 
-1 +c- l+ :---- 0 

(t-t')if2 1 + t+~. 

m m m m 

in which a is the added. mass- inside the spher·e, ·t is the time and 

m 

a ·. i\p· r3 32 0 

. . .. m ~ . m . . . : . 

F 
(8) 

m 

(9) 

(10) 

.;,here ns the radius of the damping dilc, p
0 

is the density of the oil and x and A are the param• 

eters to be. determined from the experin~ents. This equation was solved for a step input. Various 
. . . . . I. . . . . 

x arid A values were tried but the oscililations in similar locations of the output were never ob-

tai~ed. · . :_. . · _. . ·._ _: . I · · .. · · -. · . · . _· __ . _ ·._ . ·_ · · . . . . 
Examining the output from the sphere subjected to the step input, it.Js possible to imagine 

that the output is composed of two par tis. The first part is the regular response either from eq 5 
or perhaps from eq 8 and the second pJrt is some kind of relaxation to the step input. T~·is sug
gests that the glue under the strain ga~es creeps as the load is applied. If this is so, assuming 
that the glue behaves like a Kelv'in-Vo~gt material, a new mathematical model can be constructed. 
The Kelvin-Voigt model is illtistrated ~n Figure 10 and in this case the input-output relationships 
are 

d2y dy 
m --- + c - + ky . F 

dt2 dt 

(5) 
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9 

(11) 

Figure 10. Kelvin-V.oigtmodel. where eq 5 represents the standard model and eq 11 repre-
sents how the output from the standard model is changed 
while going through the glue. These two. equations can be 

combined to give one equation. The input is obviously F, namely the force, and the output is x, 
the strain-gage measurement~ In eq 11 it was assumed that the glue is spread in a very thin layer 
and when t, the time, is very large 

X = 
F 

k 
(12) 

is obtained as it should be. Eq 11 produces some delay in the response according to the viscosity 
index TJ of the glue. The output curves in Figure 9 clearly demonstrate a delayed response and 
underdamped conditions when compared to the output curves in Figure 7. 

Equation 5 represents the standard model shown tn Figt:re 6~ However, if the model in eq 8 
were considered to be representative of the sphere output, obviously a different pair of equa
tions for the input-output relationship would have been obtained. It is, of course, also possible .to 
choose a different model for the glue response. This would change the second equation of each 
pair. Regardless of what type of model is chosen, the model must represent a delayed response 
WQich is obviou~ from the output curves in Figure 9. 

In every instrument it is necessary to write a mathematical expression or expressions repre
senting the black box in Figure 5, i.e., the input-output relationship. Once this relationship is 
known and the output is measured,the inputean be calculated. If tl1e input-output relationship is a . 
complicated one, a high-speed computer can be used to calculate the inputs .. Obviously, this type 
of procedure is necessary only for dynamic measurements. For static measurements the differential 
terms in the input-output relationship are zero; therefore, calibration curves can be used. Inciden
tally, when a calibration is made under static conditions,the differential terms are zero and an 
inp.ut-output relationship is similar to that in eq 12. If the input is slowly varying, it is possible 
to assume that the differentialterms are very small and negligible; therefore, the calibration curves 
can be directly used. However, if the input varies rapidly, in which case the differential terms 
are important, it is necessary to find the input:..output relationships. When eq 5 represents the 
input-output relationship, the input is proportional within ± 2. 5% error within the flat frequency range 
as shown in Figure 11; therefore, within this frequency range calibration curves can be used. If 
eq 5 does not represent the inpuf-output relationship, there are three choices: 

. 1) If it is known that the glue does .not creep and the strain-gage readings represent the . 
real output, i.e., the deflection in the mechanical system in Figure 6, the geometry of the dashpot 
can be changed to provide a viscous damping propoitional to viscosity only. For some geometric 
dashpot designs the effects of acceleration and the history of acceleration may be negligible. 
This approach requires a' long~range development program. The structural damping characteristics 
of the beam material mayalso have to be considered. 

2) It is possible to propose a new mathematical input•output relationship and to try to verify 
it by making experiments such as shown in Figur~ 9 .. In t.his s·ec;:tion several types of input-output 
relationships that also took the effect of the glue creep into account were discussed. This. a~ 
proach also requires an extensive research program. 
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3) It is possible to assume that eq 5 represents the situation but that 'varies with time, 
i.e., with the frequency. Then, by making shaker table experiments the variation of 'with fre
quency can be determined. Figure· 12 and 13 show the results of the shaker table experiments in 
three directions for the anemometer. The solid curves correspond to various 'values from eq 5 · 
relative to a 70% critically damped accelerometer (' == 0. 7). The· dashed curves indicate the 
values obtained from the experiments. Since the dashed curves do not follow any of the solid 
curves-, it can be assumed that the coefficient of the damping ratio of the sphere ' is frequency s . 
dependent. 

The next step is the analysis of the components of the output. Each component can be con
sidered as superimposition of various frequencies at ·various amplitudes. Choosing the frequencies 
say from 1 cps to 50 cps and assuming that the output consists of these harmonics, a harmonic 
analysis can be made and the amplitudes related to each of these frequencies can be found. The 
input for each frequency can be determined from Figure 12 or 13 using the dashed curve. 

VIBRATION ISOLATION AND COMPENSATION 

When a strain-gage anemometer is placed on top of a meteorological tower, the effect of 
·vibrations on the measurements should be considered. When the sphere vibrates, there will be 
some inertial forces proportional to the acceleration in addition to the wind forces .. Originally it 
was thought that these inertial forces could be measured by an accelerometer placed inside the 
accelerometer housing shown in Figure 1 and then the signals due to the inertia could be deducted 
from the total signal as proposed in Figure 2. However, the shaker table experiments indicated 
that this could not be done using an ordinary accelerometer because of the different damping 
characteristics and because of the glue creep. This simply indicated that the only way the 
vibration effects could be reduced or eliminated was to give the systemits own triaxial acceler
ometer with similar damping characteristics and similar strain gages bonded in a similar 
manner. 

At this point the reader might have an impression that the probabiiity of this type of compen
sation is very remote. His attention, however, should be directed to Figure 13; which shows 
shaker table experiments in twc directions. Directions 1 and 2 have the same damping character
istics. The strain gages are not from the same lot; therefore, thereare some deviations between 
the dashed curves. Nevertheless, the curves are very close to each other between O~wlwn ~0.6. 
If the output in Direction 1 is subtracted from that in Direction 2, the output in Direction 2 will be· 
reduced to almost nothing. This indicates that an accelerometer which is built in the same manner 
can be quite successfully used to compensate for the vibrations at least within a certain frequency 
range by changing the excitation voltage in the accelerometer strain-gage bridge. If the strain-gage 
characteristics are very close to each other, i.e., if the resistances and the gage factors ·vary with
in 1%, the compensation will be more accurate. 

Because of the vibration problems no attempt was made to place this anemometer on top of a 
meteorological tower. However, wind. tunnel tests were made to test the capabilities of this in
strument. 

WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

These tests were performed in the wind tunnel of the U.S. Army Atmospheric Sciences 
Laboratory, White Sands, New Mexico. Figure 14 shows the recordings taken during the first 
series of tests when the sphere was facing the wind in Direction 3; Figure 15, which represents 
the second series of tests, shows that the inain wind direction was in Direction 1. In both series 
of tests, Direction 2 represented the vertical direction. In the first series of tests, the sphere 
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Figure 14. Wind tunnel experiments· 
(First series). ·The horizontal lines 
iri the background were projected at 
0.1-sec intervals .. The spacing be-
. tween the vertical lines is 0.1 in. 
~he letters D1, D2 and D3 refer to 
Directions 1, 2 and 3.. The letter 

· G indicates the amplifier gain. 
Each strip indicates test made at 

a different wind speed. 
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was located at the middle of the wind tunnel; in the second it was located approximately 1 ft away 
from the side wall .. The tunnel cross section was 4 ft x 4 ft and the boundary layer along the 
walls of the te.st section was estimated to be very small, at the most 1. in. The elevation of the 
sphere from the tunnel floor was about 2 ft during all tests. The sphere was mounted on top of a 
pedestal, which consisted of three sturdy legs welded in the form of a tripod with a large. mass in . 
the middle. From the junction of -these legs a column of lenticular cross section went up through 
the hole in the floor of the wind tunnel test" section; the instrument was mounted on top of this 
column. The lenticular cross section was chosen to keep· the. oncoming flow as undisturbed as 
possible. 

When the wind tunnel motor was operating and the propeller blades were at zero pitch, i.e., · 
when no wind flow in the longitudinal direction was produced, the instrument recorded inertia forces 
caused ·by vibrations which traveled through the floor arid pedestal and excited the sphere. No part 
of the pedestal touched any part of the wind tunnel. To isolate the vibrations coming ·from the 
floor, the inner tube of a large tire was used. First the inner tube vv,as laid on the floor and then a 
large steel plate was placed on top of it. Next, the pedestal was placed on top of the s~ee.l plate . 
and the pressure in the inner tube was chosen so that the whole system, including the pedestal .and 
the anemometer, had about 0.5-cps natural frequency; this. ·could be easily. ~etermined by tapping· 
the lenticular column. ·The system was adequately isolated from the vibrations. 

To monitor the horizontal position of the anemometer, two water bubble levels were used. 
Obviously the pressure in the tire was hydrostatic and if a force on the sphere were applied, the 
whole system would tilt slightly.· By putting proper weights on the steel plate at proper locations 
the horizontality within the accuracy of the levels was maintained. At low wind velocities this 
operation became extremely difficult. · 

Becam~e of the temperature effects the zero location of Direction 3 was drifting continuous~y; 
therefore, before each test the propellers were brought to zero pitch to give zero wind velocity in 
the longitudinal direction and the strain-gage bridge was rebalanced to compensate. for the drift. 
Because of the temperature drift, the output from Direction 3 should be examined qualitatively 
rather than quantitatively. 

Ail oscillograph was used to make the recordings. In Figure 14· strip 1 indicates the noise level 
when the wind tunnel motor was quiet. There was no change in the noise level when the motor was · 
operating at full speed with zero pitch. At 25 mph, a vortex tube whiCh apparently extended longi
tudinally in the tunnel test section was recorded in Directions 1 and 2. This vortex tube was very 
pronounced and it seemed to oscillate at approximately 2 cps. Other high-frequency turbulence was 
also superimposed. At higher speeds, about 50 and 75 mph, the magnitude of high-frequency vorticel': 
increased and the very low frequencies tended to disappear. At high speeds turbulence could be 
noticed in all three directions. 

The tests showed that the wind vector on the average, discounting all vortex effects, is not 
horizontal in the test section of this Wind tunnel. Facing upstream the vector has components 
downwards in Direction 2 and from right to left in Direction 1. The author has been privately told 
tha.t a wind vane has also indicated the same tendency; howe~er, at the time of test this was. 
attributed to the poor mounting of the vane.· 

Figure 15 illustrates the recordings of the second series of tests. Strip 1 indicates the noise 
level when the motor was quiet. Strip 2 shows the recordings obtained while the motor was running 
at full speed .with zero pitch. From the recordings of Directions 2 and 3 it is obvious that longi
tudinal vortex tubes were generated. The source of these vortex:tubes was obviously the propeller. 
The vortex tubes were produced at the propeller and because of the viscosity of the cpr they were 
propagated through the wind tunnel longitudinally. According to the recordings, these vortex tubes 
oscillated at about 29 cps. At zero pitch there was no longitudinal wind .component; therefore, 
there was no response in Direction 1. The absence of this component was also. verified by a string 
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Figure 15. Wind tunnel experiments 
(Second series). The horizontal lines 
in the background wete projected at 
0.1 .. sec intervals. The spacing be
tween the vertical lines is 0.1 in. 
The letters D1, D2 and D3 ·refer to 
Directions J, 2 and 3. The letter 
G indicates the amplifier gain. 
Each strip indicates test made at 

a different wind speed. 
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hung from the ceiling of the tunnel. These vortex tubes were not detected in the first series of 
tests when the sphere was located at the middle of the tunnel. 

At 25-mph wind the same type of vortex tube was recorded for Directions 2 and 3 as for 
Directions 1 and 2 in the first series of tests. The recordings show that the wind became quite 
turbulent at higher speeds. 

15 

As indicated earlier, it was extremely difficult to maintain the horizontal position at low 
speeds. The author tried to measure the response to 0.5 mph but the results were not consistent. 
The tilting motion of the inner tube could be detected from the drifting of the zero position in the 
instrument. Both Directions 1 and 2 were temperature compensated. In the first series of tests, 
the zero position in Direction 2 drifted while the zero position in Direction 1 remained stable. 
When the instrument was turned 90°, the drifting occurred in Direction 1 and Direction 2 was stable. 
It seems that to measure very low wind speeds with this type of apparatus, a servo-controlled 
pneumatic system should be used to insure horizontality. :Obviously, in this case, the 60-cps base 
noise should be filtered out and the galvanometer damping resistances should be changed to in
crease sensitivity. 

It should be emphasized that a strain-gage anemometer which is compensated for vibrations 
would not produce this problem. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is possible to design a practical triaxial strain-gage anemometer using semiconductor 
strain gages w.ith high frequency response and high sensitivity. This type of anemometer measures 
three force components exerted by the wind and thereby automatically indicates the wind direction. 
The main difficulties are temperature compensation. vibration compensation and determination of 
the input-output relationships, all of which can be overcome. 

Obviously the scale of the turbulence that can be measured is limited due to the size of the 
sphere. However, wind tunnel experiments snowed that this type of anemometer can indicate 
clearly large-scale turbulence and vortex tube oscillations. This anemometer, if further developed, 
will be very useful for meteorological purposes. 
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